The cloud environment is widely utilized to support a variety of social systems, and it also used even for research area including big-data and open-science because of less cost, more scalability and so on. However, the cloud infrastructure depends on network extremely and it requires changes on network architecture, style of operation and security management. In this special issue, we have made a concerted effort to attract excellent papers discussing problems concerned in the Internet and operation technologies in the era of cloud with a lot of experiences and practices.
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This special issue is planned by the Special Interest Group on Internet and Operation Technology (SIG-IOT) as a central role. We, 14 members of editorial board, received 13 papers and reviewed them thoroughly and carefully. In the same way of former special issues arranged by SIG-IOT, this special issue also has relationship with Internet and Operation Technology Symposium (IOTS), and we include about half of the IOTS 2014 program committee members to reinforce the relationship. In this special issue, we received 5 papers based on presentation in the IOTS 2014. After cautious and careful review, we selected 10 papers (4 papers are from IOTS 2014) to be included in this special issue. These papers are mainly devoted to discussion on construction and management for cloud and distributed systems, and security topics on such systems.
The editor in-chief wishes to express thanks to whom it may concern in IPSJ and SIG-IOT, the authors who submit excellent papers, the reviewers for careful reviews and instructive comments, and the editorial board members of this special issue for the continued encouragement, guidance and support in the editorial process of this special issue.
Hopefully this special issue will be beneficial information for readers and contribute to develop academic and social infrastructure. 
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